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Redbox Redbox On Demand Rent or buy your favorite movies and TV shows without a monthly subscription. Stream instantly at home, on your computer, tablet or phone. Last tested August 28, 2019 Need faster internet for streaming? Verizon Fios Verizon Fios Internet, TV, phone limited
time online offer: The price includes $10/mo savings for 2 years and a standard installation fee is not charged ($99.99 value). Last test April 3, 2018 Tammy Columbo Timed subtitles make your video available to a wider audience and can be applied to your clips using the free Windows
Movie Maker app. Windows Movie Maker does not support standard time-time SRT subtitles; However, you can implement bypassing the subtitles of the video clip. You have to specify the frames over which subtitles appear when each subtitle is created, so that the subtitles can be washed
down according to the action in the video. Open the video for editing in Windows Movie Maker. You can open the app and then drag and drop the video files on the WMM screen to open them in the tool. Drag the cursor to select the frames in the timeline of the video where you want the first
subtitle to appear. Click on the Tools option in the top navigation menu and then click on the Titles and Credits option. The Titles and Credits dialogue window opens. Click on the link Add a headline to the selected clip in the Timeline. An editing box opens. Bring the subtitle to the editing
box and then click on the Made link, add the title to the movie. Repeat drag to select the frames, then open the headlines and credits the dialog box to insert subtitles throughout the video. You can apply text formatting and styling to subtitles with the help of an editor. After you create a
header, drag the title to the position in the frame where the text should appear. The information on these steps relates to Microsoft Windows Movie Maker 2012. The instructions may differ slightly or significantly for other versions of the software. Windows only: If you want to put video
subtitles directly into your own file for maximum compatibility between players and platforms, VirtualDub and VobSub will help you combine the two. Photo WorldIslandInfo.Why do you want to embed subtitles when almost all popular media players like all useful VLC-will upload subtitles
along with the master video file? Smaller media devices, such as the iPhone and PSP, won't recognize subtitles, and burning subtitles on a DVD to play in DVD players is an absolute crappy shot of compatibility. If subtitles are part of the video file itself, they can appear on any device that
can display the video. Simon on technology blog MakeUseOf has put together a step-by-step tutorial on the use of free VirtualDub and VobSub embed programs in the video files. If you don't already have a text screen for your video, be sure to check out Sublight (Windows) and
Subdownloader (cross-platform), which we recommended for searching and matching subtitles. Windows only: Sublight is organizer with built-in search function. Users can search for... MoreG/O Media can get commissionVobSub uses the VirtualDub engine just like the previously reviewed
DiVXLand Media Subtitler, although the interface on VobSub is a little more user-friendly. The whole process outlined below involves re-encoding a video file and is a fairly intensive processor, so expect the process to be almost real-time - two hours of film takes about two hours to embed
with subtitles. Hit the link below for the full home subtitles lesson. Windows only: While many media players happily play subtitles that are separated from the video, you... Read more How to add subtitles to a movie or TV series MakeUseOf Source: Apple Emojis is about to capture the big
screen... No, seriously. In further proof that Hollywood is fresh out of ideas, Sony has reportedly just won the rights to an animated film centering on emojis and other characters that you use in texts and social media according to Deadline, a project hailing from Anthony Leondis (Kung Fu
Panda: Secrets of the Masters). Leondis co-wrote the screenplay with Eric Siegel (TBS comedy Men at Work) and will direct. The field was reportedly spurred by an intense bidding war between the three major studios. Sony eventually won with an aggressive seven-figure payout... or in
terms of emoticons, lots of bags with a cash symbol on them. So what exactly have the studios fought so intensely over? Details of what the film will actually entail (dancing red lady dress? sunglasses wearing a smiley face?) have not been released, but Deadline reports that studio execs
know it's a time spirit moment for ideograms that hatched in Japan and want to jump on it. Also, unlike the Lego Movie, there are no basic buying rights - a quality that only makes the concept even more appealing to Hollywood. It is hard to believe that someone, even the most talented of
the filmmakers, could create a whole feature film from emoji. That being said, Leondis has a lot of experience in animation. In addition to directing Kung Fu Panda: Secrets of the Masters, he recently completed DreamWorks flick B.O.: Bureau of Otherworldly Operations. The film, which
features A-list stars including Bill Murray, Melissa McCarthy, Matt Bomer and Seth Rogen, has temporarily removed the schedule as the company undergoes some restructuring. While Leondis has an animation experience taken care of, Siegel has probably helped bring a comedic voice to
the table. The writer and actor has sold several shows on Fox and NBC, and has also served as a producer on the TBS series Men at Work and ABC Family Tools. Given their origins, it will be interesting to see what the duo came up with for their emoji project. Surprisingly though, their not
only emoji themed project is in the works. In time, the second such will be shopping soon, which may be another reason that Sony Animation is looking for a move move it's sooner rather than later. Yes, we live in a world with competing emoji movies. While the emoji movie seems to reach a
new level of absurdity, even for Hollywood, it's far from the only movie based on phone technology coming our way. The film Angry Birds is currently slated for release next summer. Similarly, Pixels, a film based on classic video game characters, is set to hit theaters this month. Depending
on how both of them perform in theaters, look at Sony to make this an even greater priority. To be fair, some not-quite original animated ideas have recently gone on to become winning features. The most obvious example of this is the Lego Movie, which received critical acclaim and
numerous awards on its debut last year. Of course, this won't be the last we see it - Hollywood seems determined to give every franchise fatigue with a plethora of Lego themed movies scheduled for the next few years. However, the huge success of the Lego Movie has clearly opened up a
new demand for these types of animated films. Whether the movie emoji will surprise us and go the same way or end up as big a disaster as it sounds remains to be seen. More from Entertainment Cheat Sheet: This month, David Cronenberg - the master of movies that make you go
Whuuh? - Releases Maps to the Stars, a film that follows some incredibly messed up people who live and work in Hollywood. Even if you're not usually into the brand director's creepiness, it's hard to resist the charm of watching Julianne Moore, Mia Wasikowska, Robert Pattinson, and John
Cusack playing, well, their own look. Turning a gimlet eye on Hollywood is one of the favorite things filmmakers do. The industry has long been churning out cautionary tales about the price of fame and a dangerous city where there's nothing more valuable - just look at the star being born or
bling ring. And why not? Writers write what they know and you can't find a simpler set than the actual studio a lot. Of course, there are many films that celebrate the glamour of business (Singing in the Rain, performer). But, we already know that this is a city full of beautiful people to be
beautiful. It's nice to get an idea of the dark underbelly that tinseltown proves is nothing more than a fictional facade. Clean your taste from the glitter awards season and watch these movies to remind yourself why you can stay safe on this side of the silver screen. Michael Stillwell It's time
to cruise back stacks of fantasy and science fiction sections into the local library and find cornerstone geek classics that have yet to make the leap to the big screen. 1 of 30 Canticle for Leibovitz READ NOWWalter Miller's story about civilization emerging from the ashes of a nuclear disaster
was inspired by the participation of the author in the World War II bombing raid that destroyed the monastery Century. A short story and two subsequent times later gelled into this esteemed and oft-analyzed text about cyclical history, history, fear of education, and the swing between
technological progress and faith. The argument against turning Canticle into a 2-hour film: A Story Spans 2,000 Years, and the Mission of Noble Heroes - the Albert Order of Liebowitz- to protect and archive memorabilia may not be the stuff of summer blockbusters. However, Canticle for
Leibovitz, like Tolkien's work, is one of the few geek-lit titles that have been elevated to the status of bona fide high-brow fiction. Aside from some ambitious radio series, Hollywood is still not interested in the book. But sometimes progress requires generations. They'll figure out a way to get
a good movie out of this eventually. 2 of the 30 Forgotten Realms READ NOWBefore Peter Jackson is the man who best kept Tolkien Flame alive by Gary Gygax. His Advanced Dungeons and Dragons game (although it's so belittling just to call it a game) introduced generations of nerds to
the glory of orcs and magical users through a holy alliance of twenty-something bones and graph paper. This reinvention spilled over into its own auxiliary fiction, and the undisputed king of this kingdom is R.A. Salvatore.Once the heroic Dark Elf Drizzt Do'Urden came out of the original
Icewind Dale trilogy, his centuries-old trials and tribulations blinded fans through 31 novel-39, if you count those written by others under the direction of Salvatore. All D'D's stuff; ultimately, it belongs to the parent company of Hasbro, which is not shy about adapting the game in the movie,
even if it does not make sense (we are looking at you, battleship). Given the epic sweep of these books, it's time to pick up the enchanted bow of Taulmaril Heartseeker and make some movies. 3 of the 30 sprawling READING NOWGiven Trilogy all William Gibson contributed to the cultural
aesthetics of bleeding edge technology, it's a little shocking that his first three novels, Neuromancer, Count of Nought, and Mona Lisa Overdrive are still not made in movies (many point to The Matrix, but it's a simplification). Neuromancer represents a dystopian world of information junkies,
a body of modified hackers, cyber-built consciousness, and border-smart AI, and a sprawling set of burning Chrome stories gave the world the term cyberspace. To make Sprawl right it has to be epic, edgy, and visually arresting. And the Gibson-on-the-film was tricky. Johnny Mnemonic
wasn't exactly a box office success, and there weren't Gibson-ish Strange days. Adapting the New Rose Hotel was too micro to make a big impact, and Neuromancer has been in the hell of development for decades. For a while, Vincenzio Natalie, the creator of the wonderful Splice, tried to
put together a quasi-independent adaptation, but eventually in the summer of 2017 Deadline reported that Tim Miller (Deadpool) was leading the adaptation of Neuromancer. Let's hope this one works. 4 of the 30 famous space series READ NOWEmerging from the series of stories that led
to Ringworld's first novel in 1970, the huge Larry Niven The universe called The Known Space is replete with faster-than-light journeys, cat humanoid hybrids and orbiting megastructures. Ringworld has four sequels and four prequels, and it doesn't even get into the sidequel Man-Kzin Wars
book, most of which were not written by Niven but whose complexity requires their own wiki. Given that it is possible to make a good argument for the canonical crossover between Famous Space and Star Trek (the animated series episode of Weapon of Fame, written by Niven, includes
Kzinti villains), it is safe to say that this myth has some major geek cred. The giant artificial ring world will look great on the big screen as some foxy Hollywood stars experience a fun-centered over-stimulation torture tasp device. More than 10 years ago there was some progress in the
Ringworld film, which will be led by effects guru Phil Tippet. Chow Yun-Fat was in talks for the lead and then, James Cameron himself was going to take part. Then, in late September 2017, Amazon announced that it would adapt Ringworld along with Lazarus and Snow Crash. So finally,
ringworld's Cinemetic moment can be fast approaching. 5 of the 30 Jodoverse READ NOWAlejandro Jodorowsky's Incal, and subsequent volumes before the Inca, the final incal, Metabarons and Technopriests weave together a whole universe that is incredibly colorful, awe-inspiring and
full of raw creative energy. This birth came from a botched adaptation of his own (told in the dune of Jodorowsky), and it would be fitting that Jodorowsky finally see his vision on the big screen. Presumably Nicolas Winding Refn worked on the incal adaptation in 2013, and there's also a very
compelling animated trailer that makes a strong case for full-length treatment, but for now John Dyfol remains within the comic panel. 6 of the 30 Gormenghast Trilogy READ NOWMervyn Peak weighty books follow the life of Titus Stone, the reluctant Earl of Gormenghast Castle, and his
power plays on the battlefield and at court. (To that end, there are similarities between Gormengast and Game of Thrones.) But there are hints of reclaiming, such as twin sisters who may feel each other's thoughts, a visit to the futuristic (look, I say Steampunk) city, and a wild child known
as Thing.Peake is certainly more popular in England, where the first two books have been given to the BBC adaptation. But even with the involvement of Christopher Lee, this project didn't get much to play outside the UK. A large film trilogy can breathe some life into the stone walls of
Gormengast and internal conflicts about fate. Neil Gaiman expressed interest in adapting Gormenghast back in December 2015, but none of this has come out of it yet. 7 of 30 Meet Rama READ NOWOne of the greatest books ever written, Rama about a bunch of people who see a giant
tube in space, go and check it out as well Get away. Well, if you want to get technical about it, nothing happens in Arthur Clarke masterpiece of hard sci-fi. The main part of the meeting with Rama is a kind of nitty-gritty solution to problems that one day, if we are lucky, humanity will have to
work through during space travel. But busy that nothing happens breathlessly said, and a great culture that exists whispering around the edges is fascinating and clever. Morgan Freeman has been interested in the film Rama for years. He really wanted to play Commander Bill Norton, and,
for a while anyway, he had David Fincher attached as director until he dropped out of the project in 2008. 8 of the 30 The Wheel of Time Series READ NOWRobert Jordan in the epic fantasy series contains 13 novels (plus posthumously the 14th is released in January 2013). Dragons fight
the Dark, and the stakes are as high as the very existence of life itself. Early novels Wheel of Time make no attempt to hide their Tolkien roots, with places and characters that are similar to those seen in The Lord of the Rings (Emond's Field as Shire, Thakan'dar as Mordor, Green Man as
Treebeard, Trollocs as Orcs). But as the series goes on, more cultures and factions make their own stamp. The NBC miniseries was discussed in 2000, but failed, then Universal Pictures bought the rights in 2008, and it also failed. But in April 2017, Sony announced Wheel of Time would
finally go ahead with writer Rufe Judkins (Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D., Hemlock Grove) at the helm. Hopefully, this will finally end the series development hell of 18 years. 9 of the 30 Snow Crash READ NOWUnlike with so many entries on this list, Snow Crash is a separate book, not part of a
voluminous series. Neil Stevenson's 1992 novel, however, is as dense as all hell and loaded with enough material to fill his own film trilogy. Snow Crash is a dizzying tale of hackers, linguistics, Sumerian gods, pizza delivery, privatized highways, sovereign residential complexes and custom
virtual reality systems. Many people credit Stevenson with introducing the concept of avatar on the Internet, and his description of the metaverse predicted much of the then inchoate MMO role-playing game. Movie rights have been thrown around for nearly two decades, and Hot Potatoes
are finally landing on Amazon's lap, along with Ringworld and Lazarus. I hope it's the one that sticks. 10 of 30 Y: The Last Man READ NOWOne of the best contemporary comic book innovators form Brian K. Vaughan. He has some great titles under his belt, but no top Y: The Last Man. For
more than 60 questions created between 2002 and 2008, we join Yorick, his monkey Ampersand, Agent 355, and Dr. Mann as they try to figure out why every creature with A Y chromosomes on Earth (except Yorick and Ampersand) drop dead one morning. In addition to science fiction and
elements of action, Y is loaded with a fascinating and honest understanding of society. Seems we have been on the cusp of a major film adaptation for years. D.J. Caruso had a version outlined with Shia LaBeouf as the host. In July 2017 Green (American Gods) said he wrote the pilot and
Vaughan loved it and FX liked it, so the adaptation could be coming sooner rather than later. 11 out of 30 Stranger in the strange land READ NOWI can already see the trailer slogan: This summer, get ready for Grok! Perhaps the heaviest of the heavy books, Robert Heinlein's philosophical
(dare we say theological) volume since 1961 remains a counterculture masterpiece. The baby astronauts landed on Mars and raised by the Martians. On his return to Earth, his wide-eyed view of the world, as well as his telekinetic abilities, make him a celebrity. His creation of a new religion
in the Church of all worlds gives him many followers, but also powerful enemies. That would be difficult to adapt; the novel's joys are sociological ones that can't play easily on the big screen. But the source material is known to cause endless discussions. In the 1990s Tom Hanks was
discussed as appearing in a movie version, mega-producer Scott Rudin held the rights for a while, and recently SyFy announced plans for a television adaptation in 2016.We'll have to wait and see. 12 of the 30 Hyperion CANTOS READ NOWDan Simmons four hyperion novels (dating from
1989 to 1997) abound from hackneyed concepts. We open up with a group of travelers hoping to find Time Tombs on the planet Hyperion (artifacts surrounded by anti-entropic fields that keep them loose in the flow of time) and who eventually find the mysterious Shrike, a cyborg made of
sharp metal that can use fourth dimensional power. Along the way are creative technology concepts like Farcasters, Treeships, and FTL devices that use into the void that binds. Subsequent books jump forward nearly three centuries at a time when powerful corporations are in decline and
the Catholic Church has control over the most advanced technologies. For a while James Cameron tried to do this job as a vehicle for Leonardo DiCaprio and then turned into Bradley Cooper's pet project. In fact, he wrote a script based on the first two novels, and in May 2017, Syfy said the
miniseries was in development. 13 of the 30 Sirens of Titan READ NOWA True distant underground classics, Kurt Vonnegut's sophomore novel is weird, funny, and includes an army of kidnapped earthlings brought to Mars, brains, and sent back to Earth to attack. This attack, however, is
secondary to a brilliant tangent involving stock market settings, phenomena that appear on a cue in Rhode Island mansions, and the revelation that all human development was one extremely slow message to a stranded space traveler suggesting he wait for the ship's upcoming repair.
Sirens had a hard time making it on the big screen. Believe it or not, Jerry Garcia of the Grateful Dead bought the film rights and worked with SNL's TOM Davis on the script. Summer 2017 Dan Harmon (Community, Rick and Morty) that he would tack a crack at adapting sirens for television,
but there hasn't been much news since. 14 of 30 Grand Tour READ NOWIn the 1990s Ben Bova (editor of Analog Science Fiction and Fact) has begun producing a series of standalone books with recurring characters detailing exploration in our solar system in the not-too-distant future. The
big mom of the collection is Mars 1992, a thorough and believable depiction of a trip to the red planet. Mercury, since 2005, focuses on religious fundamentalists and powerful corporations that sabotage progress and establish a determined scientist on a revenge-fueled path of innovation
(it's weird.) The Bova Collection is the one that screamed for HBO treatment. If Tom Hanks could keep up with it just like he did from Earth to the Moon, we could have a package that's unparalleled in heavy science fiction. 15 of the 30 Pretty Deadly READ NOWA is a little more magical and
mythical than the others on this list, Pretty Deadly, as described on its publisher's website, is an all-new current series that marries Sandman's magical realism with Western Preacher brutality. Yes, where do we get in? The character of death is on a mission of retribution as she crosses and
the eerie landscape is wonderfully drawn by Emma Rios. If the adaptation could copy the look of Pretty Deadly, it would be a hit. Unfortunately, there is nothing on the books-rumors or otherwise. This is the one that can remain a comic for a long time. 16 of the 30 Discworld series READ
NOWDouglas Adams Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy has already got its version of the film, surely there is another comedy out there we can adapt to. Terry Pratchett's Discworld books make for the fantasy that Adams made for science fiction. Pratchett was Britain's best-selling author in
the 1990s and might have stayed that way if this wizard had never appeared. Thirty-nine novels (and more coming) plus a range of tie-in books, story collections, comics and games show that you could spend ten years immersing yourself in this mythology. Discworld itself is a large disc that
lies on the backs of four elephants whose rear collides with each other and stand on the shell of a giant tortoise named Great A'Tuin. Favorite characters include Racewind, a cowardly wizard without authority, and Cohen the Barbarian, a charismatic rogue. (Discworld, on some level, a
colossal exercise in setting the nose of high fantasy cliches.) There have been BBC adaptations of some Discworld stories, but there's a lot more to uncover. In March 2018, BBC Studios announced that it would adapt the City Watch series, the main collection of Discworld novels. 17 of the
30 Martian chronicles READ NOWReaceively this is important. Ray Bradbury first collected these previously published stories in a book in 1950, and thus helped lift science fiction from pulp into a more respected genre. Among the most famous moments include a jealous Martian filming an
astronaut's visit upon landing because his wife (who was expecting their arrival in a dream) was getting a little hot and worried about the idea There is also a controversial earthen taxpayer who requires a trip to Mars before the Earth destroys itself with war. In 1979, NBC made a three-role
miniseries with Rock Hudson and Bernadette Peters, but Bradbury called it just boring. The film, titled The Thirteenth Apostle, based on stories from the Martian Chronicles, left the Soviet Union in 1988. In 2011, Paramount bought the rights to The Martian Chronicles, but it has since been
silent. 18 of the 30 Foundation Series READ NOWLike The Martian Chronicles, the Isaac Asmiov Foundation since 1951 has been collecting a series of previously published stories. In them he basically predicts Wikipedia and Nate Silver, and tells some excellent interstellar yarn. After the
original trilogy there were three more books, one of which was a prequel. The key to the Fund is to preserve knowledge before civilization turns into a dark age. The central figure of Seldon uses psychohistory methods to predict long-term trends, with the aim of reducing the impending
regression of civilization to as short a period of time as possible. It's a depressing task when you think about it. The slow deterioration of the Galactic Empire may sound like box office poison, but Hollywood has been trying to tell this story for years. The inability to get this project off the
ground led to New Line Cinema to take refuge in a more digestible geek classic, The Lord of the Rings. HBO acquired the rights in 2014, but more recently, Skydance says it is working on an adaptation for television. We're not going to hold our breath. 19 of the 30 Artemis Fowl Series READ
NOWSome can be called this sci-fi fantasy series young fiction for adults, but lately Hollywood calls young adult fiction gold. Eoin Colfer's tales of a young thief and rapscallion who exploits the magic of fairies an irresistible pleasure stretched over eight books, concluding in The Last
Guardian in 2012.The kingdom of the Lower Elements-bottom world of fairies, gnomes, and computer-hacker Centaur named Foaly is just a kind of whimsy a good director can really sink his teeth. The rights to Artemis Fowle are now in the hands of Disney and have hit a small speed bump
after the removal of Harvey Weinstein as a producer following a series of allegations of sexual misconduct. But by December 2017, the film found most of its cast with Josh Gad and Judi Dench starring. Its preliminary release date is scheduled for summer 2019. 20 of the 30 Saga READ
NOWAs its title suggests, The Saga is an epic journey for the Millennium generation. Narrated through narrator Hazel, who is a newborn at the beginning of the series, Saga traces the adventures of his parents, Marco and Alanna, as they try to survive a galactic Romeo and Juliet-like
romance as a traipse across the galaxy. Although on its surface the plot seems relatively simple, the characters Together so fascinating that it keeps you absorbed completely. It's This. helps that writer Brian K. Vaughan is a master of his craft and Fiona Staples really makes these worlds
come to life. While fans certainly demanded an adaptation, Vaughan seems less confident that Hollywood or television can actually make a source of material justice. Although, he also says he doesn't mind the idea. 21 of the 30 Revelation space series READ NOWWith's main trilogy, side
keel, prequel, and two books of collected stories, The Revelation of the Cosmic Universe is huge and complex, and filled with concepts and images unsurpassed in modern tough science fiction. While many of the characters are post-humans, perhaps very intelligent and interactive memory
downloads of peoples or modified cyborgs with hardly any organic matter left- they are still at the mercy of inhibitors, galactic wardens who strike at any culture that threatens to reach faster than light travel. Alastair Reynolds' extensive space opera doesn't have as much of a following as it
should be, but those who rode it lighthuggers or swam with his template jugglers are a passionate group. There are currently no plans to adapt the Revelation space, but our hope remains alive. 22 of the 30 Warmhammer 40,000 READ NOWThe Horus Heresy is a gritty sci-fi tragedy of epic
proportions, the legendary ancient history of the Warhammer 40K universe where it takes place. While much of 40K's fiction explores the dysfunctional, stagnant, dystopian Empire of Man about ten millennia after its fall, Mount Erus depicts a wild, xenophobic, zealous empire at its zenith,
the moment of its fall, with roaring chains and heroes of history, the targets of its brothers left and right. Originally a parody, with its rampant use (and subversion) of sci-fi tropes and comically grimdark atmosphere, 40K didn't have much love from the wider film community. What fan movies
exist... usually very bad. And to make good on such an epic premise will require a huge CGI budget, although the best fan work to show the incredible potential of the universe. The closest thing to the official film is the fan theory that Event Horizon is actually a stealth prequel, depicting the
discovery of a hellish warp technology that fuels the space travel universe 40K. 23 of READ NOWOne's 30 cat cradle from Kurt Vonnegut's greatest work, Cat's Cradle is a more subtle sci-fi masterpiece than the previously mentioned Titan Sirens. It follows John, the daily kind of weed, as
he explores the creators of the atomic bomb. Along the way, he discovers a substance called ice-nine and a nihilistic religion known as Bocononism and things quickly unravel its climatic conclusion. Some of the best Movies have ever been created to analyze a person's relationship with
technology, and Cat's Cradle does it beautifully. In November 2015, FX announced that Noah Hawley (Fargo, Legion) was adapting the book, but little had been heard of S. We hope that after the premiere of the Legion last year, cat's cradle will be the next on Hawley's plate. 24 of the 30 IN
the mountains of madness READ NOWH.P. Lovecraft The legendary story of a doomed expedition to discover an unknown species in Antarctica has spawned a completely unique kind of science fiction horror and gave the world the tentacles of the face of a monster known as Cthul. Simply
put, it's a classic. But the classic doesn't adapt easily to the big screen. Movies and TV shows liberally borrowed influence from Lovecraft, including the mega-popular Stranger Things. But the original has yet to make its way to the big screen. Guillermo del Toro has struggled to adapt for
years, and with several Oscar wins under his belt last year to shape the water, maybe Hollywood is finally ready for del Toro to unleash the Great Old. 25 of the 30 east of the West READ NOWFollowing in the footsteps of alt-history science fiction as a man in a high castle or a fairy tale
maid, east of the West is an action-packed sci-fi adventure that creates a fascinating new America, broken into seven different countries, called The Armistice, Union, Confederacy, Kingdom, Infinite Nation, Republic of Texas, and PRA Mao. Throw in the four horsemen of the Apocalypse
and the endless cast of fascinating characters, and you have a TV series that you won't soon forget. While one of the great comic industries, Jonathan Hickman has yet to break big in the Hollywood adaptation, mainly because his stories are so perfectly crafted for comics to find it hard to
break out of the panel. But if Hollywood ever get enough courage to try, this should be one. 26 of Malazan's 30 Book fallen READ NOWSpanning ten volumes of deep specs, an incredibly complex plot, and epic narrative, Malazan is the next great high-fantasy TV show to create. After a
huge collection of characters over thousands of years, it raises the imagination to incredible heights. The plot is so huge that trying to condense it here would be a disservice. A member of sci-fi writers called the book a high-mark water for fantasy and writer Stephen Erickson even drew
comparisons with such great writers as William Faulkner and Fyodor Dostoyevsky. To be honest, we have no idea how a TV or a movie maker would even approach adapting something so voluminous, but of course that's how people felt about Game of Thrones too, right? 27 of the 30 Left
Hand of Darkness READ NOWThe late Ursula Le Guin was a masterful narrator who consistently broke the sci-fi form and delivered mind-blowing and fiercely original stories, and perhaps her greatest story was the Left Hand of Darkness. The book explores the complexities of ambisexual
culture, whether or not the fixed sex is woven with in a sci-fi opera. This world, a scene through the eyes of the male protagonist, offered a stunning study of gender and suggested critiques for our own society. The left hand of darkness enjoys several adaptations, including radio radio on Le
Guin's 85th birthday, but nothing on screen, but that could change very soon. In May 2017, critical Content announced that they would develop Le Guin's classic as a limited series, naming Hulu's A Handmaid's Tale as the instigator. Let's hope that viewers will soon be traveling to the planet
Gethen very soon. 28 of Ubik READ NOWMoon's 30 bases, Psychic Forces and God in a spray. Ubik is a story unlike any other. One of the most famous novels by legendary sci-fi writer Philip K. Dick, the second only Do Android Dream of electric sheep, the story of anti-Psis agent Joe
Chirp wriggles his way from start to finish, making the reader guess its meandering and meanings all the way. For such a dense and heavily layered novel, it makes sense that this was one of the peskiest sci-fi stories to tell on the big screen. Philip K. Dick enjoys tons of adaptations,
including Blade Runner, Minority Report, and Total Recall, but Ubik remains a mystery, but that doesn't mean people haven't tried it. The reins of the board for the film have been handed over a couple of times with one of Michael Gontree's last attempts (Eternal Sun of The Impeccable
Mind), ending with a setback with Gontree saying: The book is brilliant... but it's good as a literary work. I hope one day the screenwriter will be able to crack this riddle. 29 of the 30 Kingkiller Chronicle READ NOWPatrick Rothfuss's Kingkiller Chronicle took the fantastic world of reading by
storm when the first book, The Name of the Wind, was released in 2007. The main character, Kvothe, is a retired adventurer and musician of great fame who lies low, passing behind a humble innkeep and the owner of the small town Waystone Inn. The main narrative begins when The
Quath begins to tell the story of his rise to heroism by a character called The Chronicle Every Night, a story he tells will take three days to tell. The third book in the supposed Rothfuss trilogy is almost as eagerly awaited as George R.R. Martin's Winds of Winter.And the film adaptation may
have much of the same appeal, with riveting tales of adventure and danger through the ornate fantasy world. 20th Century Fox considered The Kingkiller Chronicle for the series, but the rights were returned to Rotfuss in 2015. Now he's discussing possible movies and Showtime television
projects, with Hamilton creator Lin-Manuel Miranda on the series, and Evil Dead director Sam Raimi on the film. 30 of the 30 Mars Trilogy READ NOWWhen the first hundred colonists arrive on Mars, selected from the best and brightest around the world, they find more to contend with than
the unwanted rock landscape of the red planet. Not aliens, but a political question of how to terraform the planet. Soon interpersonal quarrels explode to a planetary scale, and the question of inevitable independence from the Earth arises. The Mars Trilogy follows our first hundred colonists
for over a hundred years, during which time the cities of Mars rise, formed, colonists are flooded with empty empty wars are being waged from the overpopulated and shattered climate of the Earth, and a unique species of indigenous Martians is beginning to develop. Its scale is epic and
geological, but with the human core of these almost immortal First Hundred Mars.Thanks to its wide breadth in time and space, adapting Red Mars is a high task. Spike announced an adaptation of Red Mars written by the creator of Babylon 5 J. Mikhail Straczynski, but the project was put
on ice after his departure. So far, there are no obvious signs of life on the adaptation front, but it seems inevitable that such a commendable and ambitious sci-fi classic will sooner or later come to the screen. Later. hollywood movies with subtitles mp4 download
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